UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE


FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE | APRIL 12-22
Curious about the studio topics explored during the Winter 2022 Term? See the attached Final Reviews Schedule for a list of instructors and topics and the dates of the final review sessions.
Learn More→

PROGRAM RECOMMENDED AWARDS | APPLY BY MAY 2
Could you use some financial support for next year? Apply for a Program Recommended Award. Refer to the Faculty of Graduate Studies (FGS) database to identify any awards for which you may be eligible. Submit applications to awards@sapl.ucalgary.ca by 4pm on May 2.
Learn More→
MODERN OFFICE OF DESIGN + ARCHITECTURE | RAIC EMERGING ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE AWARD

SAPL alumni in the news! Huge congratulations to local design firm Modern Office of Design + Architecture on winning the RAIC’s 2022 Emerging Architectural Practice Award. Shout out to SAPL graduates Dustin Couzens, Ben Klumper and Madisen Killingsworth.

Learn more→

EVENTS

NO PLACE, LIKE HOME | AEDE EXHIBITION | CITY HALL C-TRAIN STATION | APRIL 1-15
Last chance! If you're at the City Hall C-Train Station, check out the latest exhibition from Advocates for Equitable Design Education (AEDE). "No Place Like Home (Of Other Spaces)" is on display from April 1-15. Participants explored their experience of Calgary's built environment, challenges and opportunities with a focus on analyzing the concept of 'home'.

Learn more→

MILLICAN-OGDEN COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE | ADVANCED PLANNING STUDIO | APRIL 20 | 6:30-8:30PM
Want to see what our M2 Planning students worked on this term? You’re invited to the Millican-Ogden Community Open House. Students will present a final report that addresses the most pressing challenges and explores potential opportunities for future urban design. If you know someone who lives in the area, invite them to attend!

Learn More→

PRAIRIE NARRATIVES EXHIBITION OPENING | STANTEC GALLERY | APRIL 20 | 5:30PM-8:30PM
What and who are the prairies of tomorrow? You are invited to the exclusive opening of the 'Prairie Narratives' Exhibition. Join the visiting MLA accreditation team in learning more about Southern Alberta through the lens of the intermediate landscape architecture studio (LAND700).

Learn more→
YEAR END SHOW (YES) "THE BRIGHT SIDE"
APRIL 28 | 5:00PM-9:00PM
Get ready to celebrate! You are invited to the 2022 Year End Show, "The Bright Side." Don't miss this in-person celebration of student work and opportunity to network with the design community.
Register today→

REBECCA LAYCOCK PEDERSEN | AN INTERVIEW WITH JONATHON PORRITT | MAY 4 | 7PM
Sustainability friends! Esteemed activist Jonathon Porritt will be interviewed by SAPL's Bekki Laycock Pedersen in an online event on May 4. He will talk about his latest book, Hope in Hell: A Decade to Confront the Climate Emergency. Registration is FREE!
Learn more→

METATHESIS | SAPL RESEARCH CONFERENCE MAY 4-5
Registration is underway! Metathesis: Resilience and Beyond, SAPL's 6th Student Research Conference will be held on May 4-5. Druh Farrell will give the keynote address - Urban Alchemy: Designing a City that Heals. Participants will explore themes and interventions related to a transition towards more resilient, sustainable, equitable, healthy and adaptive environments and societies. Student registration is free!
Register→

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

ULTRA VOLUME 6 | BOOK + MERCH | ORDER NOW
Did you order yours? You can purchase ULTRA6 at the University of Calgary Bookstore's online shop. In addition to the books, you can pick up Ultra sweatshirts and totes. Free in-store pickup! Canada-wide and international shipping available too. Limited runs of everything, so don’t delay.
Order yours today→
ULTRA 7 | EDITORIAL BOARD | APPLY BY APRIL 25

Ever dream of putting together a publication with your creative stamp? Ultra is looking for editors for volume 7. If you’re entering your final year in the MLA, MArch or MPlan or PhD programs, you’re eligible to apply. It’s a wonderful opportunity to learn about marketing, communications, design, publication printing and you get 4.5 units of elective credits. Don’t miss out!

Learn More→

JOBS

CMLC | DEVELOPMENT INTERN | APPLY BY APRIL 18

Students! CMLC is offering a summer internship for students enrolled in architecture, landscape architecture or planning. If you have experience in Revit, Rhino or AutoCAD as well as InDesign and Adobe Photoshop, you should apply! Visit the link for more information about the position, which is also listed on Elevate. This position is eligible as a Transformative Talent Internship which means you can have the internship on your transcript (non-academic credit, plus optional participation in a new pilot professional development program through Spring/Summer and a $500 Completion Award the end of the internship!)

Learn More→

FARM WORK | COEN FARMS |

MLA and Sustainability students! Coen Farms is looking for someone interested in working 40-80 hours a week on the farm during the summer. Housing is included along with private gardening space. If you've had dreams of running your own farm, this would be a perfect way to test it! Email takota@coenfarm.ca if you're interested in learning more about the position.

Check out Takota's YouTube channel→

LABORATORY FOR INTEGRATIVE DESIGN | DIGITAL DESIGN + ROBOTICS WORKSHOP (and JOBS!) | APRIL 25-28 | 10AM-4PM

Who wants to work with Guy, Alicia, Josh and Jason in the LID? They are offering a FREE four-day workshop starting April 25. This workshop is a prerequisite for students interested in working for the LID this summer, so don't miss it! They are hiring 4 Research Assistant positions for two different projects, details below.

Workshop→
JUNIOR DESIGNER | PERKINS & WILL
Soon to be architecture graduates! Perkins & Will is hiring a Junior Designer to help with preparing CAD drawings and specs in Revit and Rhino, and construct 3D models for internal and client presentations. For complete details, see the job description.
Junior Designer→

ARCHITECTURE POSITIONS (2) | SYSTEMIC ARCHITECTURE INC.
Soon to be architecture graduates! Systemic Architecture Inc is hiring two positions. See details below. If you're fluent in Revit, Enscape, AutoCAD, SketchUp and the Adobe Suite, this might be the right fit for you. Project types include multi-family residential, hospitality, commercial and industrial.
Send applications to yourcareer@systemic-ai.com.
Designer→
Intern Architect→

STUDENT INTERN | L|P EDITORIAL BOARD | APRIL 15
Landscape architecture students! The Editorial Board of Landscapes | Paysages is looking for a Student Intern. If you're interested in assisting with overall editorial direction for the magazine, please send your resume to Ryan Wakshinski, Chair L|P Editorial Board by April 15.
Learn More→

PORTFOLIO REVIEW SESSIONS | MAY 17 and JULY 12 | 2PM MDT
Is your portfolio in need of a tweak or major overhaul? The RAIC, in partnership with Ryerson University, is offering a limited number of portfolio consultation sessions to students in CCUSA architecture programs. Advice from experts? For free? Sign up today!
Apply→
RAIC FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS | DEADLINE EXTENDED | APRIL 22
Money, money, money! The RAIC Foundation Scholarship deadline has been extended to April 22. Don't miss out on this opportunity. Details below.

RAIC Foundation Bursary
College of Fellows Centennial Fund for Intern/Intern Architect
Kiyoshi Matsuzaki RAIC Endowment Fund and Scholarship
Canada Green Building Council Scholarship for Sustainable Design and Research
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto Foundation's Award for Architectural Conservation
Vince Catalli Scholarship for Sustainable Architectural Innovation

PATRICK ADAMS SCHOLARSHIP | $4000 |
UCALGARY ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN ALUMNI |
APPLY BY APRIL 30
MPlan, MArch or MLA Students! If you're entering your first year of study, you are eligible to apply for the Patrick Adams Scholarship for students motivated by enquiry, interdisciplinarity, a respect for practical holistic problem solving and following a non-linear design education trajectory. The scholarship was created by Environmental Design Alumni. This year's recipients were Joshua Clarke (MArch'24) and Erin Schwab (MLA'24).
Learn More→

LACF | FREDERICK GAGE TODD SCHOLARSHIP
MAY 6
Landscape architecture students! The Landscape Architecture Canada Foundation is accepting applications for the Frederick Gage Todd National Scholarship for students entering their final year of MLA study. This is a $10,000 scholarship for a student who demonstrates academic excellence, leadership and a strong portfolio.
Learn More→
**APPI STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS | MAY 13**

*MPlan students!* The APPI is offering an Education Scholarship, Conference Award and Student Essay Contest. Submissions are due on May 13. You do not need to be a member of APPI to apply. The awards are for any student enrolled in a Master’s degree program in a planning/related field of study in Alberta. Students graduating in 2022 are eligible to apply.

[Learn More →](#)

---

**IFLA TRAVEL BURSARIES | WORLD CONGRESS IN SOUTH KOREA | MAY 31**

*MLA Students!* The IFLA is offering travel bursaries to students or recent graduates to attend the World Congress in South Korea from August 31-September 2. To apply, fill out the form (link) and email to Sally Robertshaw by [May 31](#).

[Learn More →](#)